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Let H be a subset of the set &, of all permutations 
( 
1 2*--n 
s(l) s(2)- l -s(n) 1 ’ 
C = l\cu\l a real n x n matrix, and I&) = clr(,)+ Cabs)+ - l l + c,(,, for s E H. A @r (If, C) is 
called constant if k(s) = k(t) for all s, t e H and specific if the constancy of this pair implies 
the existence of reuls a,,b,,a,,b,,. . . , TV,,, b,,, for which cii = 4 + 6j if (i, i) E D(H), where 
D(~)=((i,j):(3hE~)O’=h(i))}. 
For a pair (H, C) the specrfity of it is proved in the case, when H is either a special cyclic class 
of permutations or a special union of cyclic classes. Specific pairs with minimal sets H are in 
some sense described. 
We shall consider the set S,, of all permutations 
( 1 2--n s = s(1) s(2)-s(n) ) 
ontheset1={1,2,..., n} and an arbitrary subset H of S,,. Let us consider also a 
real n X n-matrix C = \lqjll called a distance-matrix. The number 
will be called tii b -lee. 11 he permutation s. Now we can define the following 
discrete prop* 8 Vi? -, (so called H-problem): find in H a permutation h, 
with minima4 I. ‘- ~GZI 
The most interesting ex unp. 2 of H-problems are the following: 
(1) The aszignment pfobtesn i:H = S,)). 
(2) The travelling salesman 3 I roblem (I-I = Si is the set of cyclic permutations 
from S& 
*The results of this paper were preliminarily reported in [SHT]. 
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(3 The p travelling salesman problem (H = SE is the set of all permutations, 
which can be decomposed into a product of exactly p independent c@s). 
(4) The symmetric assignment problem (H = P, is the set of all permutations 
consisting of $z %cycles, 11 an even number). 
The above sets H are different unions of so called cyclic classes of permutations. 
A cyclic class 
is the set of all substitutions from S,,, which have d1 cycles of cyclic length 1, dz 
cycles of cyclic length 2 etc. (Hence zr= 1 i 4 = n). 
Let us denote d = d1 + d,+ l l l + d,,. Any cyclic class defines a problem of d 
salesmen each of which knows how many cities he must visit. If di # 0 we have the 
case of “lazy salesmen”, who can stay at their native cities. If d, = 0 (“non lazy 
salesmen” case), then 2d G n and 2d = n iff Z,, = P,,. For &, with cs( = 0 we shall 
omit the member kdk in the designation of &,. We shall use the notations $,, S$ 
SE, P, and Z,, without comments. 
I. Constant H-problems 
An H-problem is called constant [l], if I&) = Z&(t) for any s, t E H. As an 
important example of a constant H-problem any H-problem with a so called 
specific distance matrix may be considered. A matrix C is called specific, if 
Cij=Qi+bj (lsi,isn) for some 
al, bl, aZr b2, . . . . a,,, &CR. (1) 
An H-problem with a specific distance matrix C is constant on every set H. The 
following example demonstrates that inverse statement may not be true. 
Example 1. The &-problem with the distance matrix 
0 0 l ** 0 1 
0 0 l *a 0 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 
I 
;;, . ...; 
-1 0 l ** 0 0 
is constant but this matrix is not specific. 
Let D(H) be the set of all entries (i, j), i, j E I of a matrix C “covered” by the 
permutations from H: 
D(H) = {(i, j)(3h E H)(j = h(i))}_ 
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For example 
but 
D(k) = D(Z(l’(n - 1)‘) = D(S3 = {(& j) 1 i, j E I} 
D(S:) = D(P,) = D(Z(3’(n - 3)‘)) 
={(&j)IijEI,i#j} fornM. 
An H-problem is called specific, if the constancy of this problem implies the 
existence of numbers (i) for which 
(i,j)ED(H) => Cij=q+bi (2) 
Informally this condition means that the distance-matrix of a specific H-problem 
must satisfy the specificity condition for all its elements “covered” by permuta- 
tions from H. 
Lemma 1 [2]. 7%e &-problem is specific. 
w 2 [3]. If an S$pobZem with symmetric distance matrix is constant, then 
(3u,, 4, l l l 9 ~,,eR)(hli~Z)@rj~I) (i+j+cij=h+t+). 
Lemma 3 [l]. The SEqmbIem is specific for p c n - 1. 
Our main purpose is to study conditions for constant H-problems to be specific. 
First we shall describe a class of non-specific constant H-problems and then 
concentrate our attention on the specific H-problems. 
Fmpodtlm 1. The P,,-problem is constant if and only if there are node weights 
&, 4 . . . , u, such that 
Proot, If the condition (3) is satisfied, then LJs) = u1 + u2+ l l l + u, for any 
s E P, and hence the P,,-problem is constant. Now let a &problem be constant 
and let L&s) = L for any s E P,. We shall consider the symmetric matrix D = lldiill 
for which 
4 **=Cij+Cj*, i&I. J 
The St-problem with distance matrix D is constant: if t = (iliz l l l i,,)~ St, then 
s1 = (i&)(i&) l l l (&J&E P,, 
s2 = (i2i3)(&) l l l (iJJ E P,, 
&&)+&(s2) = 2L = L,(t) and SO L,(t) = 2L for any t E Sk. Hence we can apply 
the lemma 2 to the matrix D, which proves that condition (3) is fulf5lled. 
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2. The case of a cyclic class 
Theorem I. Any &-problem with dl = 0 and 2d *: n is specific. 
&oof. We shall divide it into three parts I-III. In the first of them we shall 
consider the case when n G 5. In II and III we shall assume that n > 5. The case II 
is devoted to the cyclic class 2(32) and in III the general case is investigated. In all 
parts dI = 0 and 2d < n. 
15. From n > 26 it follo.vs that n 33. Hence for n 6 and dI = 0 the class &, 
must be one of the following ones: 
Z(39, 2(4’), Z(9) or Z(2’3’). 
To the first three of them we can apply Lemma 3 in the case of p = 1. Let us 
consider the last case. Here and in the future we shall use the following fact (to 
prove it we replace the numbers a, from (1) by the numbers ai -(L/n), i E I): 
Lemma 4. A corlstunt H-problem for which L&s) = L for any s E Ii is specific i’
the H-problem with the distance matrix D, = (qi - (L/n)) and with zero D-length of 
all s E H is specific. 
For a constant 2(2’3’)-problem this lemma means that the elements of a 
5 X Smatrix C must satisfy 
Cij + Cji + Ckl + Cl", + C*k = 0 for all (ij)(kml) E Z(2l3l). 
We can consider them as a linear equation system having 20 equations and 20 
variables. Immediate calculations how that the rank of this system is equal to 15 
and that if we consider Cam, Cam, c43, c45 and cs4 as free variables then the other 
unknowns may be written in the following form: 
Cl2 = Cl3 = Cl4 = -C25 - C35 -2C43+C45-c54=:c~, 
Cl5 = Cl2 - C43 + C4SJ 
C21 =C23=C,4=c2~+C43-c4~=:c2, 
C31= C32 = C34 = C35 + C43 - C45 = : C3, 
C41 = C42 = C43 = C5 1 = C52 = Cs3 = C54* 
Now we can define 
q=c,, a2=c2, u3=c3, u4=cQ3, a5=cs4, 
t1= b2= b3= b4=0, bS=-~43+~45. 
It is easy to see that these numbers (1) satisfy the specifici:y condition (2). 
11. The conditions E,(s) = 0 for all s E Z(32) give us a linear equation system 
having 40 equations and 30 variables cg(i# j). This system was solved in the 
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general form on a computer. Its rank was proved to be 20. The expression of 20 
unknowns by 10 free variables was found and then the numbers (l), which satisfy 
the city condition (2)1 were constructed. The expressions found for un- 
knowns and numbers (1) are too complicated to be written here. 
III. Now let us suppose that n >S, di = 0 and 2d < n. Using the mathematical 
induction we shall demonstrate that the 2!,,-problem is specific. We make an 
inductive assumption that this statement is already controlled for matrices C 
which have the order less than n and we prove the specificity of any considered 
2!,, -problem with the matrix 67 of order n. If d = 1, then 2& = Z(n’) = St and we 
can use the Lemma 3 in the case of p = 1. Therefore let us suppose that d > 1. Let 
k=min{i[d,#O, &I) for &. Then 
2;1= Z(Pqk =?- 1)4+# l * l ndm). 
Let us fix a number fE{l, 2,. . . , k}. We define two (n-k)x(n-k) auxiliary 
matrices CO and q as follows: CO is the result of eliminating from C the k first 
rows and k first columns. Cr consists of the rows and columns from C indexed by 
f, k+2,...,n 
Lemma 5. Matrices CO and C; determine two constant Z’-problems, where 
Proof. Here & = Z(k%(k + I)&+1 9 l l n”) and d > 1. So Z’# 0. Any tI E 2’ 
operating on the set {k + 1, k +2,. . . , n} and any t+ 2’ acting on the set 
(f,k+2,k+3 ,..., n} can be considered as the contractions on these sets of the 
permutations 
si = (1,2 9 l l k)t, and s2= (12 9 l 9 (f- l)(f+ 1) l l l k(k + l))t2- 
Here sl, s2 E Z,, and so 
km = 4&J = 0 
Hence 
-+1f+l-Cf+lf+2-. l l -Ckk+t-Ck+l 1 
= const. for any tl, f2E 2’. 
Therefore both Z1-problems are constant. 
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From the proved Lemma 5 and our inductive assumption follows the existence of 
numbers 
G+l, k+lV &+2, k+2, b” b” b:,,, . . . , a& bz (4) 
a f, b f, 4+2, N+2 , . . . , af bf n9 n (5) 
for which 
Gj =a$‘+bp fori#j,i,jE{k+l,k+2 ,..., n}, (6) 
cij =a{+bf fori#j,i,jECf,k+2,k+3 ,..., n}. (7) 
Therefore 
Ck+2k+3 = a:+2 +b(k)+3=afk+2+bf+31...rck+2n=a~+2+bOn=a(,2+b’, 
(8) 
and so 
aF+2 = a’,,, +(b[+,-bt+,-b~+,)=~**=af+,+(bf,-bO,). (9) 
We want to have at least two different equations (8). Therefore it must be 
k + 4~ n. For n 3 6 this condition is not valid only for 2;1= 2(32) but in this case 
the statement of our theorem was checked in the part II. So we can assume that 
the following sequence of equalities 
is not singular (k + 3 # n). If we consider the numbers 
b’=b$--b$ k+3<qsn 
and use (6) and (7) for p 3 k + 2 and 9 > k + 2 then we have 
~=a~+b~=af,+b~ 
and hence 
(10) 
a:= af,+b’,-bi=a’,+b’ 9 pz=k+2. WI 
The reasonings (4) - (11) may be repeated for any fi So we can consider the 
numbers (5) for different values of f simultaneously. In particular we can consider 
the following two collections composed from some of the numbers (4) and (5): 
a,=at+b’,..., ak=a~-tbk,ak+l=a~+l ,..., G=aO,, (12) 
bl=b+-b’ ,..., bk=b:-bk,bk+l=b:+l ,..., b,,=bO,. (13) 
As it follows from (6) these two collections satisfy the specificity condition for 
i,j>k: 
cij =q+bj fori#j,i,je{k+l, k+2,...,n). (14) 
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We would like to demonstrate that the specificity condition is satisfied for all 
other elements of C “covered” by substitutions from &,, it means for all elements 
qj,~ and Q for i,je{1,2 ,..., k), q > k, p > k. We shall divide our consider+ 
tions into the following parts: 
(a) q>k+2 or p;aCk+2; 
(b) ir&,q==k+2; 
(c) iSk,q=k+l ‘or p=‘k+l, jSk; 
(d) i&t, jSk; nj2k; 
(e) iGk,jSk; n =22k. 
,, 
(a) Using (7), (12), (10) and (13) for f = i we obtain 
~=a~+bb=(a~+b’)+(~~-b’) 
=q+6i=q+b, forq>k+2 (15) 
In the case of f = j from (7), (ll), and (13) the following equations follow: 
(16) 
(b) The conditions (14) and (16) tell us that there exist permutations of 
Ci-length 
As such a permutation we can consider any product of independent cycles in 
which the numbers are written in the following order: rr, i, n - 1, n - 2, . . . , k + 2. 
In the future the set of all such permutations will be noted as {(n i n - 1 n - 
2 l l 0 k + 2)). Comparing the number (17) with the C+length of any permutation 
(i k + 2 xxx) xx%, where crosses can be replaced by the symbols k + 3, k + 4, . . . , n 
in any order, we obtain that 
qk+*=q+4+* forisk (1% 
(c) Let the matrix Cf be the result of eliminating from C the rows and columns 
with the numbers 1,2,. . . , i - 1, i + 1,. . . , k, n. Any permutation from 
{(n - 1 i n - 2 k + 1 n - 3 xxx)} has the Cy-length 
(19) 
Here and in the future XXX means all other symbols written in an arbitrary order. 
We can prove the analogue of Lemma 5 for Z’-problem with the matrix Cr. So 
all s E 2’ have the same c-length. Comparing the number (19) with the Cr- 
lengths of permutations from {(i k + 1 XXX)} and {(k + 1 i XXX)} we find that 
ck+l j = ak+l +bj, for isk,jek. (20) 
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(d) Lemma 6. If n # 2k there exists a permutation in Z,, with C-length 
Proof. If n J k& we consider ,the set 
((m, l2 m3 l4 9 l l izk xxx)}. (22) 
Here and in the future li s k G mj for any i and i. In the set (22) any permutation 
t,tzs, where tl has cyclic length k and the cyclic length of tz is more than k, has 
C-length (2 1). 
If n = kd, and k is an even number, then any permutation from (22) has the 
C-length (21). 
If tt = kd, and k is an odd number, then we can assume that dk >2: the 
supposition dk = 2 contradicts to the condition n# 2k and the supposition dft = 1 
determines the case Z,, = St. But in the case when & >2 any permutation from 
the set 
{(nh12%~4 - l ’ mk mk+, Ik+2 mk+3 lk+4 ’ l l m2km2k+l 12k+2 xxx)} 
has the C-length (21). 
To finish our considerations in the case (d) we shall use Lemma 6 and shall 
compare the number (21) with the C-length of permutations from the set 
{(ml ij m4 1, m6 ’ + l f2k-l m2k xxx)} (23) 
where ick and j=~ k. Here in the case when k = 2 we shall consider in (23) only 
the permutations of the form ts, where the cyclic length of t is more than 2. The 
existence of such a t follows from the condition n > 2d. Our comparison demon- 
strates that 
cij =ai+bj foranyisk,iek (24) 
w the case when nf 2k. 
(e) For n = 2k with an even k we can repeat the arguments from the case (d). 
So let n = 2k and let k be an odd number. If we compare the C-length of a 
permutation from the set 
with the C-length of a permutation 
we obtain that cij = ai + bj for 2 < i, j s k. Now replacing the numbers 1 and 2 in 
(25) and in (26) by the numbers k - 1 and k afld additionally in the case when 
k = 3 only the number 2 by k we obtain (24) for n = 2k. 
The union of the proved correlations (15), (16), (18), (20) anld (24) finishes our 
proof in the part III. Theorem 1 is proved. 
In the c when n = 2d or d1 # 0 a &problem can be not specific. It follows 
from the Example 1 and from the following Example 2. 
2. Let us consider the Z(lda2d2 l l +problem with 0 C dI < n in the case 
of the matrix C, for which c, = 1 and cij = 0 for i# j, i, j E I. Here L&s) = dI for 
any SE &,. Hence our &,-problem is constant. But it is not specific: from the 
specificity of C implies that the C-length of any s E & must be equal to &. But 
the C-length of the unit permutation is equal to n. 
3.Ilbekysaksmeaase 
Theorem 2. For n ~4 any Ztqmblem, where 
specific. 
2: = UdlfO Z( 1*12*2 l l l n*m) is 
Pmof. Let us consider two auxiliary matrices CI and C2. The matrix Ci, i = 1,2, 
is obtained from C as ith row and column eliminating result. S,_l-problems with 
the matrices Ci, i = 1,2, are constant. Really any permutation t on the set I\(i) is 
a restriction of the permutation s = (i)t from 2: on this set. Hence, Z&(t) = 
&(s)-~~ = const. But any S,,_,-problem is specific (see Lemma 1). Therefore 
there exist some numbers 
a:, b:, a:, b:, . . . , a:, b; 
a:, bt, a$, b$, aa, ba, . . . , a:, b; 
for whfch . 
en 
qi =a:+bt for i, jEI\{l}, 
c,=az+bf for i, jE I\(2). 
(28) 
In particular 
c33 =a:-?-b:=a$+b$, c,=a$+b~=a~+b~, 
l l l 9 c3, =a$+bt=a$+bi. (29) 
Hence 
a;= a:+(b;- b:)=a$+(bi-b:)=***=a$+(bi--b:) (30) 
From n a 4 it follows that we have at least two different equalities (29) and so (30) 
implies that 
and this equal number sequence is not singular. We shall denote 
b:=b,Z-bi for3sqsn. (31) 
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As we have (see (28)) 
c,=a~+b~=a~+b~ forp,qS3 
SO 
a;=a;+(b,2- bi)=a$+b forpa3. 
Now we can consider the following collection of numbers 
(321 
a1 - -a’f+b,a,=al,..., a,,=at, 
b,=b;-b,r$,=b$ ,..., b,,=b$ 
(33) 
For this collection, as it demonstrates (28), the specificity condition is valid for all 
cii of C for which i, j 3 2. We shall demonstrate that it is valid for the elements of 
the first row and the first column of C too. Using the correlations (28), (31) and 
(32) we obtain 
Cl1 =cs;+b;=(a;+b)+(b;-b)=al+b, 
c ,,-L1:+b~=(a:+b)+(b~-b)=a,+bZ,=a,+b, forq~3, 
51 =(;;+bf= (ai+b)+(bf-b)=ai+b,=a,+b, forpa3. 
(34) 
Thanks to (34) the specificity condition is fulfilled for all diagonal elements of C. 
Hence the unit permutation has the C-length (21). Therefore any permutation 
from ZA has the same C-length. Comparing the number (21) with the C-length 
of the permutation (1 2 l l . n - l)(n) we obtain that cl2 = a, + b2. Jf we replace this 
permutation by (n - 1 n - 2 l l l 2 l)(n) we obtain that czl = a2 + bl. It means that 
in the case of the collection (33) the specificity condition is fulfilled for all 
elements of the matrix C. Theorem 2 is oroved. 
Example 3. For n = 3 and 
1 1 0 
c= I 0 0 0 1 0 d I 
the Z&problem is constant (all four permutations from 2: have the C-length 1) 
but not specific: the cycle (1 2 3) has the C-length 2 which is impossib!e in the 
case of specificity. 
Lemma 7. If H c HI, D(H) = D(H,) artd the H-problem is specific, then the 
H, -problem is specific, too. 
The statement of this lemma is quite clear. 
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Coroaarp 1. If D(H) = {(i, j) 1 i # j, i, j E I) and H contains a cyclic class for which 
d, = 0 and n > 2d or if H contains the set Zi, then the H-problem is specific. 
4. A da fur 
A set H C_ S,, is called specific if the H-problem is specific. So the following sets 
are spcific: & sf: (for p < nm I), G = z(zda l l l ?b), 2: = Ud,tO &, etc. 
As Emma 7 demonstrates we describe all specific sets if we find all minimal 
such sets. A specific set U is called minimal in a specific set H if D(U) = D(H) 
and any Vc U (for which D(V) = D(U)) is not specific. 
At first the problem of describing al\ minimal specific sets was stated in [4] for 
H = &. Here we shall give a solution of this minimal@ problem for an arbitrary 
set H. 
TO any s E H we correspond a permutation matrix P(S) = llpijII, where pii = &(i)j 
and &I is the Kronecker symbol. The permutations sl, s2,. . . , s, are called 
linearly independent if the matrices P(s&, P(s2), . . . , P(g) are linearly indepen- 
dent in the vector space RR’. Any maximal linearly independent subset of H is 
called a basis of H. 
Theorem 3. Let H be a specific set. A set U is a minimal specific subset of H iff U is 
a basis of H. 
mf. I. At first we prove that any basis U = {sl, s2, . . . , q} of a specific set H is 
specific, too. So we assume that I&,) takes on a constant value L for every 
sk E U and prove that C+ = a, + bj for some numbers (1) and for all (i, i) E D(U). 
As U is a basis, the matrices 
ml) = Ilpifjli, Sl E u (35) 
form a basis in the set {P(s) 1 s E H). Hence there are reals ql,. . . , qr such that 
P(s)= q,P(s,)+q2P(s,)+g l l +q,p(sp) (36) 
for each SE H. If P(s) = llmjll then (36) means that 
pi = q&b q&+ l l l + t##:j for any i, j E I (37) 
The sum of all elements of a permutation matrix is equal to n. Hence if we add 
all n correlations (37) we obtain that n = q,n + q2n + l . 9 + q,n and SO q1 + l . l + 
q, = 1. Therefore (see (37)) 
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It means that the H-problem is constant, too. But H is 
exist some numbers (1) for which (2) is fulfilled. But 
condition (2) proves the specificity of U for the same 
a specific set. Hence there 
D(U) = D(H) and so the 
numbers (1). 
II. NOW let US demonstrate that any basis U of I# is a minimal specific subset of 
H. 1t is clear that D(U) = D(H). In the opposite case there would exist a 
permutation s E H for which some pX,, = 1 in P(S) but Pip l l l = & = 0 in the 
mtirices (35). But this contradicts to the (3’7). Let US suppose that some proper 
subset V of U, for which D(V) = D(U), is specific. We shall demonstrate that a 
contradiction follows from this supposition. We consider the f&owing linear 
equation system 
L&s&=&, i=l,2,. ..,r (38) 
with the set {cij 1 (i. j)~ D(U) = D(H)} of unknowns and prove that Lis solvable 
for any Lie 
Really the rows of coefficient matrix of the system (38) are considered as 
matrices (35) written in the vector form. Hence all these rows are linearly 
independent and so the system (38) is actually solvable for any collection of its 
free members. Therefore there exists a matrix C for which 
I!+- = 0 for si E V and I&-= 1 for s1 E U\V. 
Hence for this matrix the V-problem is constant. 
As we have supposed that the set V is specific, there exist numbers (1) which 
satisfy the condition (2) in the case of the set V. But D(V) = D(U) = D(H) and SO 
the same numbers (1) satisfy (2) in the case of the set H. Hence the H-problem is 
constant, too, and all permutations from H must have the zero C-length. But this 
fact contradicts to the existence of permutations in H with different C-length (the 
permutations from U\V have unit C-length). 
III. To finish the proof of the theorem let us demonstrate that every minimal in 
H specific set U forms a basis. The set U must be linearly independent. In the 
opposite case there exists an s1 E U for which P(sl) is linear combination of P(s) 
for s E V = U\{S,}. Then we can prove that D(V) = D(U) in the same manner as 
we have proved that D(U) = D(H) in the beginning of the part II. Further we can 
prove the specificity of V. But this contradicts to the minimality of U in If. 
If U does not form a basis we can supplement it up to a basis W. But this 
possibility contradicts to the minimality of a basis proved in the part II. So U 
must form a basis. Theorem 3 is proved. 
Corollary 2. There exist specific sets U in S,, for which 1 Ul = (n - I)* + 1 and 
specific sets V in S,! for which 1 V( = n2- 3n + 2. 
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This statement follows from the well known descriptions of bases for the set 
(P(s) I s E S,,} and {P(s) 1 s E Si}. 
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